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catures of something, I know not what, and innumerable 
gulls, duck, gannets, etc. \Ve had passed several black 
swans which suffered us to approach so close that they 
were taken for moulters, which losing their feat~ers at 
midsummer cannot fly and are easily taken without firing a 
shot. This waS not the case, however, for the boat nearing 
them a little more, they rose hissing in the air and moved otT. 

On our return to the schooner, we were landed on 
Pelican Island where we found Nanny and Mr. Smith's 4 
sheep, the remains of the 12 which I think were here when 
we visited Muscle Bay before. The soil of the little island i~ 
sandy, but rather black looking. It contains probably 3 or 
4 acres of land. Some old gum trees, almost denuded of 
foliage, rise to a considerable height on it. Mr. Smith placed 
two pair of rabbits on it, which have multiplied to 26. We 
started several of the young ones and it was a ridiculous 
thing to see Captain King amongst the rest hallowing and 
~kipping after them. One poor young thing was caught 
by hand, but though Mr. Smith had begged the gentlemen 
to kill some if they pleased, it was released. A minor islet 
called Little Pelican is scarcely separated from the other 
at low tide. 

\Ve had to wait till a late hour for dinner, not wishing to 
sit down without Mr. Gould and Mr. Smith. I found the 
latter grown fatter since I saw him last, and equally amiable 
and contented. He seemed satisfied with his position and so 
does his wife, who occupies herself with botany, or at least 
with collecting and preserving flowers. He had almost 8 or !) 

police cases brought before him this last whaling season. 
The punishment is chiefly fines, extending from a sum not 
less than £2 nor above £20. Their employers are subject 
to fines not less than £10 nor above £100. He mentioned that 
one case brought up to him was by a headman or manager 
who brought up 2 men to be punished because they were 
cowards, when the whale \Vas seen, they refused to row up 
to it. Mr. Smith could not enter into a charge such as this. 
He believes the existence of a police station here has 
diminished, as it would be expected it might have done, the 
number of offences committed. They are sent up to Hobarton 
for punishment on the treadwhecl when required. It was 
suggested that if there were a whalebone breaking establish
ment here the men under punishment might be more usefully 
employed. 
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Additional Errata 

In the first paper an unfortunate error of si~n 
occurred earl,y and has neceesita_tP.d the co:-rectior~s 

below. c)._ and ecv were correctly defined, the first 

in the last line of page 1 and the second in equation 

(2) on page 2, but the minas s1g.'l is incorrectly :put 

before c~ on line 24 of page 3; and the following 

corrigenda are the reeult:· 

P~e J, line 24 For -tw, read c6J 

Page 4, equation (7) For v2'-~.c'X, rea.d- Yz~c/._ 
Page 4, equation (10) Par - 1}{ , read +lK 

Page 5', equation (14) Delete first minus sign. 

Page 6, line 17 For 

'AV0~1A+ V1
1A'"' = 'AV0~'t.+ V1

1A V2t;.<t., 
reed 

-•;tV0~1A+ V1
1A.•, = -•;tV,~' A- V/A V,~·A. 

Page 6, equation {15) For Y1ZAcGJ read- V1ZA,c4.l 

1 hope this completes the list of necessary 
corrections. 
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RES~ARCHES IN RELATIVITY. II. 

(Art.?-12) 
THE BASIS OF THE PHYSJCA~ WORlD AS INDICATED 
BY CARRYING AS FAR AS PoSGIDLE THE TENETS·OE 
RiT.A'riVITY 

By Alex. Y.cAul&y 1 M.A. 
Professor of Mathematics University or Tasmania 

(Read 15th. April, 1925) 

Art.?. On the kind of invariantiv~ relations'to be 

expected in the physical manifold. 
A summary of the present paper will be found in the 

opening paraaraphs of Art. 12 below. 
In the last paragraph but one or Art. 6 it wa5 

&tated that researches already in existence were to 
occupy our attention. Eut the writer has fo'.md much 
of interest to add to the foundations. The present 

paper will be occupie~ with these additions. 
To bei1n with 1 it may have seemed to the reader 

that Einstein's original basis and the writer's add
ition thereto given in the first paper- the basing 

of all Physics on the fundamental affine linity 
~ -- is somewhat artificial. I propose on the con

trary to ehow that it is scarcely possible to conceive 
any simpler principle that c~n be reconciled with the 

tellers of all relativists when ona tries to put those 
beliefs down in a definite mathematical form. We all 
believe that the foundation is some reality (called 

action) situated at each element 
db = dx1dx 2dx3dx4 

of a four-dimensional continuum. and the relative 
values of the portions of action in neighbouring el

ements. In a word we believe that there is no "action 
at a distance•, but that everything is to be deduced 
in invariant iva form from l~ and its derivatives 
of all orders • where lW (henceforth to be uaed in 
place of llf of the first paper) is the action den
sit"y. The existence of such invaria.ntive form is not 

"Obvious: much less is it obvious that •Re can obtain 
relations which are so far invarianti~e that they do 
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not even depend on the particular value given to ~~ 
but are true simply and solely because lVV and its 

derivatives are of their respective classes. But thi~ 
is precisely what the principle of our first paper 
ensures, though the reader may not be prepared for 
this. statement, and our first task must be to estab
lish it. 

It is frequently more convenient to work with th~ 
logaritlw of such a density as lW rather than with 
l\\T itself. Let X be any log-scalar-density, that 

is X is of the same nature as loglW • We havs 

first to consider how to arrive at invariantive rel
ations among 

"'· ~x. v, .. ~ . ~x. v, .. ~ . v.e~ . ~x. etc. ' 
where, as usual,~ ,}3 , etc., are any number of con
travariant vector dummies. 

llow; from the history of dealing with such contin
uums as we have under consideration, from Riemann to 
the present day 1 it may be taken for grant<!d. that the· 
problem as so stated necessitates that our contin~um 
must possess structure. (It is open to argument that 
without such structure we have provided no physical 

foundation at all.) Riemann provided. this structure 
by the quadratic differential form. Civita-Levi, 
Weyl, Eddington and Einstein have developed what must 
be regarded as a generalisation more natural to our 
present point of view. 

The baeie of their structure was an intrinsic in
ore~ent (due to parallel diSplacement) of vectors co
variant or contravariant. But from our point of vie~ 
an intrinsic incre~ent of density (a scalar) is more 
fundamental. Let us put, in definite forms in para
llel, the meanings of these two intrinsic increments. 
The use of the word intrinsic in these two senses im
plie• the following two equations 

"'~ = (D~-S~)x = Vo<><(~-v)x 
cr~ = (D«-E4 )'r 

(1) 

(2) 

I 
I 
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where tha expressions on the left, X"' 1 c-r.,. , are 
abf>olute increments of the scalar X described above, 
and of a covariant vector 0 '1" • These absolute incre
ments X.,., eT<X- 1 ;tre furnished by comparison with the 
intrina:i,c increments Sa. X , Ecc. cT which are depend
ent on what may bs termed tha parallel displacement 
~ (an infinitesimal contravariant vector) and quite 
indepenjent of choice of coordinates. ])« merely 

stii.nds for 
v,,.~ .. 

tha ordinary differential operator 
Eeo:. is a linity of "T , the linity it

self being linear in ~ i similarly sa. is a linity 
of the scalar X, the linity itself being linear in 
£X. ; that is to say s« is of the form Voe<.V I ~here 

1J is a ?ector. It follows that Eeo:. , Sec. 1 V , are 
non-invariantive. Although non-invariantive the rel
ations of these symbols to change or coordinates are 
quite simple, ~nd it is rather surprising that, so 
far as I know, they have not hitherto been given tn 

the case of "Eu • 
From the meaning just given to "intrinsic• it fol

lows that Xcc. ia a scalar density and 0
'1"« is a co

variant vector. From this alone follow readily the 
relations just -mentioned or Eor. and v . whether the 
change of coordinates be finite or infinitesimal. 
In the present paper infinitesimal change only will 
be treated ot. 

The reader will find no difficulty in_proving that 

(i'x = - v.:::.,.,~'Voe<V = - Voe<~ • V,tl.cr 

a 'V,'YE~ '/3 = - V,-yl:!.. • Vo"'A • V,'f3cr 

(3) 

(4) 

...,.here C" and t1" are 

(2), (j), of Art. 15 

infinitesimal change 
~red in cur notation. 

.ove.) 

the ~ and ~ used in equations 

ofM.D.I. (2), in which place 
or coordinates was first coneid· 

(For d" . see Art. 4 on p. 14 ab-

Note that nothing whatever has been added here to 
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the meaning (as originally introduced by Weyl an~ 
Eddington ) of the affine linity E,._ • I han in 

M.D.I. (3} already shown that absolute differentiat
ion is a consequence of the meaning. 

lfote also some imporh.nt pure mathematical 'truisms. 
Let X 1 °x be two scalars of type X j 21 , 0P vectors 
of type l! ; and EIX , DE,., two affine linities. 

Then:-
(1) ro-0x is an 
vector. E.- 0E"' 

invariant. v-- 0v is a co-variant 
is invariantive, i.e. it is a 

coexoo vector linity whose form is linear in the con· 
trava:r:.tant vector "' • 
(2) Therefore the general values of X • V 

1 

are given by 

x = 'x+y, v = 'v+'v,} 
E« = 0E« + Ys 

E« 

(5) 

where y is an invariant, cp a covariant vecto~, lr" 
a ooexoo vector linity which is linear in ~. Ox 

Ov, OE~ are in equation (5) any convenient partie· 
ular functions of their respective types. 
(3) Both Ax and E,.e are of type v. In particul
ar we rilay take Dv to be either ~Ox or 0E,c • 

Thus any fundamental scalar density furnishes stand
ard terms for the particular functions 0x , Op • The 
earlY study of Riemannian Geometry provides a form for 

OE«. Let tp be any coexcontra eelf-conjugat!l Yector 
Unity. Then defining <Pet.) by 

2<f>,.JJ = Vo"'A • </>II 
- V0/JA • </>" + AV,,Bcp" (6) 
0E~~~. = </>4)</>-l llore particuia.rty 
cf> by saying that cp = 1 in eome 

"e mf1y put 
J~e may define 

selecte~ system of coordinates, not merely at a single 
point but at all points. 
Art,8. Insufficiency of Structure simpler than the 
~ffine. • 

A world with structure V but without structure ~ 

• 

'" 

I 
I 

I 
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seeu possible at first ·sight. Vzflv is cov~riant. 

Tbis may be verified at once from equation (5) by put
ting 0v = A 0x. for Vz~ep is known to be covar
iant. It may however be proved by a more familiar 
process 

1 
by summing the absolute increment of any X 

round a closed path and observing that as the sum eq
uals the difference of two such values of Z at a sing
le point it must be invariant. Thus 1T2~P is seen 
to be analogous to the general curvature d'eriva.ble 
from the other kind of structure ~" • 

Our present quest is for invariant relations· as a 
basis, in our manitold, for a physical world. Can we 
find an invariant scalar density function 1~ , of 
the two invariantive quantities 

•A. = Ax -11, •w = - V2A'A. = V,Av (7) 

that must exist when structure inYolving an intrinsi~ 
·~ 'and an intrinsic ~ eXiata? The neceeeary and 
au!fieient eondition that such a soalar function·~ 
exists we.s found in our firet paper (Art. 3, 4 1 ). to 

be that . 
1W'"' ='A Vo'A.'"'+ V,'"'V''"""' (8) 

where 
'A. = %').. . 'W, '"' = •k'"' • 'W (9) 

Ae usual ~a. is quite arbitrary. In a genera.l n
told equation (8) imposes 1t2 scalar conditions on 
the!n{n+1) scala.r partial first deriva.tivea·Of 
lVV with respect to the same number ot independent 

sealar Yariablea. The number of oonditions exceed• 
the number of scalars at our disposal to satiety (8). 
Nevertheless in a tour-fold the 16 conditions of (8) 
are satie!ted in one case. For aught we know there 
may exist a class of such cases, and a rour-fqld worl4 
dependent on the satisfaction of (8} ~ be possible. 
The case referred to is ..vhen lW = VV4ew2 

where 
V as usual stands for tr'2':31!1 , the product of al~ 
the primitive units • 
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However this be, such a w~rld would not be that or 
natural physics. In it there would be no orthogon
ality or orthodro~ or gravitatton. There would only 
be bulk, inertia, and electric field. 

.A£b.2.& Sufficiency of the affine structure. 
v denoting, as above, intrinsic structure, and z 

any log-aca.lar-density, the covariant vector l:,.z_ JJ 

is the absolute gradient of Z. To be able to compare 
two such gradients at neighbouring points demands the 
affine structure. It is desirable henceforth to limit 
the meaning of the affine function E.,. as previous 
writers have done by assuming E,/(3 to be symmetrical 
in lX and /3 , that is assuming E~ to be self-conju
gate in 0:. • The general ~ resolves into the two 
parts, self-conjugate and skew with re~pect to ~ , 
and the second part (which is invariantive) has no 
share in·satisfying equation (4), the only condition 
demanded of the structure. 

We may now take ll to be Etf , and the 1ltructure 
thus involves an intrinsic X and Et~:.. The very sim
plest non-singular scalar density function 1W (based 
on the structure) appears to be a function of 
t:A = ~x-Ete and of the'contracted curvature 
,(a ooexoontra vector Unity) denoted in our first 
paper by t-! V1eCtJ( ) • lW is now a function 
of 'A. ew = - Vz.6_e.A_, ,Y 1 where 'f' is eelt-oonjugate •. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the exist
ence of 1W now becomes 

zw,"' = •A.V01;>..·"'+ V1•.,V/.,•et+2teV0d..fre'"' (10) 

where 

dt-: %t. zw 
cA_, 'oo. f the first 

(11) 
may be absent Ot the three 

t'rom ZW , but neither the second nor the third, if 
~e are to have the full complement or ?tZ eoalar first 
partial derivatives or l~ to satisfy (10). pt~sio
ally this would seem to mean that all inertia is of 
electric origin and that there ia but one conservation 

~ 

I 

• 
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law, the conservation of charge Vo~ 1K. == 0 
It is thus of considerable interest that from our a 
priori mode of approaching the physical problem neith
er electric field, cw , nor gravitation 't, can be 
sUpposed absent. Also we may note that ignoration of 
a mass energy(given by'~) independent of charge seems 
arbitrary and artificial, for from Our standpoint c~ 
seems more fundamental than either V2.6.:_A. or t. 

We shall return to (10) and its connection with the 
energy tensor later. Meanwhile we resume our a priori 

approach. 
Art.lO. Relativity tenets carried as tar as possible. 
It is open to argument that the principle ~physical 

1awa are independent of choice of coordinates" applies 
only to the original coordinates XhX2,X3,Xg, i but 
it appears more natural to regard the scalars required 
to specify the structure as coordinates to which the 
prinaiple alao applies. Can this be done? 

I! the p~ysical world is finite in each of its di
mensions as held by De Sitter the answer is affirmative. 
To apply the principle in thi5 its second aspect we 
have merely to vary these new coordinates, and ensure 
that the only physical reality namely r~flV{db 
taken over the whole manifold remains unchanged. This 
is precisely what we did in the first paper (under the 
n~e of Stationary Action). If the manifold extends 
indefinitely in one or more of its dimensions we are not able fully to render JnJ 1W db independent of 
choice of the new species of coordinates. The break
down however can be pushed away to as remote a bound
ary as we please, and the argUment for the naturalness 
of the process ot the first paper retain3 much of its 

force. 
Here ends our a priori enquiry. Some general aspects 

of the results of our method'will now be, considered. 
Art. 11. The fundamental identity of relativity. 
From the phySical aide (10) has to be viewed as the 

:stress form (or energy tensor: no longer a "pseudo
11 

1ll 
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tensor) or the~laws of motionP. When in (10) we re
place e« by ..1. the laws take on their vector force 
to=- Note that the-electric field and gravitation 
as well as inertia are included in our meaning of the 
laws. Indeed a great unification of our ideas of the 
physical world arises from the straightforward inter
pretation of (10). 

This interpretation was not possible earlier. It 
required a rearrangement of the foundation stones of 
general relativity, which was gradually effected by 
the labours of Weyl 1 Eddington, ~nd Einstein (see the 
second. sentence of the fint· paper). Now for the 
first time we have a complete paralleliam of 
(eA, .:ru, f) with the velocities, and of ( lA,.ZOJ,df) 
~ith the momenta,ot nineteenth century holonomio 4y
nAmice6 Hitherto this has not been possible in the 
oaee ofT and ~if. A formidable obst~ole to ad.vanoa
waa lett in the complexities resulting from the sea• 
ond differential coefficients and the non-linear form 
ot the contracted curvature T 6 

Denote the identically zero form obtained by remov
ing the lett-hand member of (10) to the right-hand 
side by 1Ue.:x i and, putting de for an arbitrary in• 
finitesima.l inYaria.nt, let the dU'terentiala dlU, 
d~A, etc6, be replaced by corresponding fluxes ~11 
''A. , where <i1U = ·•Udo, d•A. = ·•"Ado. 
lU does net naturally separate into three streseee, 

but the flux •ZlJ is the·sum of three fluxes, kinetie
•lT 1 eleo trio •1T 1 

, and gravitational •lT" 
Thue 

•IU = •lT+•lT'+•lTu = 0 } 
•IT•"' = •"A V.•,.•l).- V,(V,•"'''A)Z;>,. 

0 . (12} 
•IT'•"' = V,(V,'"'''"')'"'-V,(V3'"'''"')'"' 

•!Tu,"' = 2ye Vo'"''•te- 2V,(Vz'"''fe)"fe 

I 
J 
I 

J 
I 
I 
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zu9a9 is the sum of' three corresponding 

·dv',dz/' 6 Thus 

forces 411, 

-dv = dv'+dv" } 

dv-= •"AV,,:~,Z/1.- V1(V2Ll.•"A)'A. - (13) 
dp' = V1(V1A 1w)'w- V1(V3A'w) 1w 

a," = 2f,V,Ll.df,-2V1(V,Afr)•t, 
The reader should abserve that (12) and (13) follow 

trom the mere assurnpt1on that z;.... 1 

1
w 1 ay are the 

first partiel derivatives of some scalar density fun
ction l\V 11ith respect to the independents 'A 1 c"' 1 

"it.. A second form of the assumption is that c]!.. , ~liJ 
1Jr are the derivatives of Z\V* with respect to the 

independents l}., 1 lw 1 d"t 1 where 

ZW*+ zw = V,•"ii. 1"A+ V0•w 1w+ Vof''i"' (14) 

On these results we now superpose those follOwing 
out of the method we have based on Einstein's remark• 
able rne.thernatical discovery. \lfe find that dv

11 
gives 

exactly the expression relativists demand for gravit· 
&tiona.l "force; that d71 1 gives exactly the general el
ectric field or M. D. I. (3} 1 (the allied equation 

V3A'c...> = 0 elso following from our method); a.nd 

thAt the conserv~tion of energy must exist. To attain 
the accepted form for the matter term dv (as well as 
to interpret easily iri any wanted sense the equation 

V
0
AlA. .;__ 0 as affirming the conservation of en

ergy), we have to make the usual assumption that ZA 
contributes to ZW* the one term V(V/"AJi~'A) 
where 

B = dt-1 . I •t 1/(•-7)1 (15) 

The Lae~ paragraph asserts the truth of a ser.es or 

statements whlCh 10 thelr entirety may seem a little 

astonishing or even erroneous.. It b4s been asserted 
that (lj) agrees symbol Qy symbol with the usually 
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accep:cd equation or motion though based on different 
pri~Ary assumptions, and that the associated stress 
fort:~. cr energy tensor is tn no sense "pseudo". Why 
then, it will be asked, is the teneor ot the usual 
theory •pseudo-?. The e%planat1on is that our pres~ 
ent method reveals two new identitie8 which effect 
the simplification. From the single identity 

dv+ dz/ +tlv"~' = 0 , from. 111hich lW has vanished 
and. which tnvoh'es only 1A., lro , df a.nd their A 
derivativeq up to the second order, there arise three 
independent identtties. 

The tacts about these th?ee were correctly stated 
in the fir$t paper, but it was not rendered clear •b¥ 
six instead or three d.o not arise .. df and rCtJ rnay be 
given independent ar~itrary values at .every point, 
wt.ne 

1
).. is taken to be 2r.ero. On now introducing 

l).. the torty-f.iret equation VoA1;\. = 0 , (re .. 

quired to make tho integral ot zw &h.tiOni!i.ry) S88l'l1a 
at first eight lnconsistent with the previous tarty 
equation$, !"or 1 ~ is ~xpressible in tern~s of l,J- , 
1
Cd and_E~ • Thus by a complex 1ndinct way l~ 18 

dependent on the previously assigned values or 4f , 
1
w, and the single identity is by no means an identity 

inl'olving three in!Sependent symbols !A,, dT , l"' ~ 
Let us now malce a someWhat important depa.rturS trom 

a ueual procedure by euppostng 1A to be involved in 
any way in 

1W* instead: ot in the ver~ restricted and 
arttrtetal looktns tom v(V0'.?.111.?.). an ronectton 

the reade~ Wtll I belie•o agree th~t the ooneer~Ation 
equo.t ion VoA1A == 0 , and the •hyclrodyna.mtc terru• 
llv in the equation or motion claim our ttrst at ten-

t len. We uee Galtlean.co-or41nate9; an4 tin~. that, 
ip tho con .. rvation oquat1on, -y'(V01,?.B7;>.) [ = 1m J 
~ppeare as three,dtmenston$1 density of mass-energy; 
) 

ana that, in the hydrodynamto equation, Con the aea
,wnptton that so tar ae 1\Vlt depends on l]t. it is 

I 
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some funQtion of 1~J the den$ity or matter·inerti& 
appears as lm { 0/01m )lW* If theu two three-di

~ensional densities are identified with each other in 
the strict mathematical $tnse, the usual assu~ption 
mus-t l:)e ma.de that 1\V* is linear in 1m. In the irr.m· 

ediate neighbourhood of protons and electrons, that is 
where both densities are to be reckoned tn many thQu
Gands or tons per c.c. the two must be identified to 
a very high order of nu~erical accuracy. App~rently 

at distances greater than 10-8 em. the densities 
sink to values comparable with !0-7 gro. por o.o. We 

may woll suppose that 1\V'* is of the form 
lmf(df,lw, 1m), wher.e.f is a finite invariant fun

ction ot its constituents, tor all values ot 1m, in
clusive of whon lm is injefini tely increased. 

It would seem then tha~ we ought to call 1A the 
energy flu~ an~ reserve the n~me mo~entum v~ctor for 

- 1AV0
1A'A /\/ (V0

1;\Il';\). . 
Art.l2. The problem ot matter: protons, electrons, 

and the Eohr orbits. 
Starting fro~ Einst~in's illuminating article in 

"Nature" we have now arrived at a beautifully roun4ed 
orr relativity schema of physics. In direct contr8.$t 
however to Einstein's concluding words, we appear to 
have obtained a very pro~ising insight into the true 
natur~ ot the problem presented by ~atter 1 and in wh~t 
direction to attack the position. 

Submitting ourselves with ~evere interpretation t~ 

the ordinance "do naught. but carry relativity tenets 
a$ rar as possible",.we have found many deta1le~ r•· 

sults harmonizing witb natural (as opposed to a priori) 
physics, and not a little which was lacking !rom !otm· 
er presentations or relativity. Exxmples are the 
conservation of energy, the existence of a true c~er
gy tensor, and the formulation as an identity or the 
laws of motion, undor~tood here to 1nclude eleotrio 
field and gravitation. vte shall now show that great 
atomic concentrations of matter and of elaatric 

-----~--.-~J ______ _ .... 
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charge each necessarily presuppose the other. Later, 
general reasons will be given for expecting such con
centrations, and something very like the Bohr orbits 
accompanying them. 

The more I rerlect on the dual (matter-electric) 
aspect of the ,Pair of allied vectors l)._, t.).. , the 

more I realise that a long-felt want has here been 
supplied, a b~sic natural and simple unification of 
the three great physical entities matter, electricity, 
and energy. 

Though we may affirm that the dual aspect is prima 
facie evidence that a rotating mass should be a mag

net, the remarks at the end of Art.ll. render it im
probable that any numerical deduction is possible from 
present-day knowledge. 

We are on safer, and very interesting, ground when 
we observe that very high electrostatic potential 

{irrespective of sign) and very high material density 
necessarily go together. This, of course, admirably 
accords with our knowledge· or protons and electrons. 

Consider the case of a hydrogen atom, where we have 

very high positive and negative potentials at the pro
ton and electron and an intervening locus at which the 
potential sinks to zero. This suggests that in our 
theory we may·have to recognise the existence of neg
ative mass. On this point one is inclined at first to 
argue somewhat as follows. (1) There is no a priori 
diffculty in supposing mass, either as energy or in
ertia, to be negative. (2) The total apparent ma.ss 
of a proton, or of an electron, includes a term due 
to its charge because of the conservation of energy 
[~hough 1n the absence of s~ah con~ervation the argu
ment f'or this electric inertia seems to fail). (3} Ob

servation ~hows that this total mass is, in each case, 
~ositive (f'or otherwise the two particles would separ

nte) 1 but in the case of the electron the result may 
be due to the positive electric term maskin~ a negativ' 
term contributed. by 1A 

• 
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·There seems, however, a very real reaeon preventing 
us from recognising negative mass. We seem instead 
to be impelled to assume that when we reach a point 
at which lm = 0 we ipso facto reach a "bound.a.ry 
of the physical world. In the arguments (1), (2), (3) 
ab~ve, we tacitly assumed that the single scalar con
dition expressed. by saying that the electrostatic po

tential is zero gives rise tO the four scalar condit
ions expressed by saying that l).. = 0 • For we 
assumed that, on each side of the locus 2in = 0, 
the scalar 1m is real. Now, wherever 1m = 0 
and lA is finite our interpretation of the conditions 
is that the velocity of l"ight bas been attained. The 
simple view is that this condition holds at the inter
nal boundary ot every electron and that in ev.ery pro
ton 17-n attains a very large, or perhaps indefinitely 
large, value. 

The work ot earlier writers suggests a first form 
for lW* namely lm--!lV01wrlf-llc.o where the 

"extensive• meani~ understood f'or d~ i~ that which 
""'"?" df-lV2"P = V24f-la<df-l,8 The con

Jiderations advanced in the last paragraph suggest a 
first modification of thia form by the addition there
to Of --l . The general nature of the Bohr theories 
suggests a further change by which the invariant co
efficient of l is replaced by a corresponding expo
nential thus 

IW* = lm-lcoJ.y'(V.l.,Jf-llw.) } (!6) 
- lm-lcosy(-V•'.,df-ll"') 

Let us enquire whether (16) should lead us to expect 
the automatic-·torma.tion of those intense concentrations 
and the Bohr orbits whose existence has hitherto provej 
so baffling. Such an enquiry may perhaps suggest fur
ther modifications of (16) before we seriously face the 
labour of exact mathematical analysis. The argument 
will be easier to follow if we WTite (16} in the fol
lowing invariant form 

r 

I 
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W* m-cosh'\,/'(DZ-HZ) 

m-cos'\,/'(HZ-DZ) } 
W* stands ror· z-uw* and m tor z-llm. 

placement} and If (magnetic force) are the 
magnitudes of the two 1:5 , dt ,given by 

7!5 = V,«.,.-Jl">,,lro, 

·~ = -vv,•::t•., 

vector 

} 
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(17) 

D (dis-
invariant 
densities 

(18) 

(17) suggests that perhaps the proper form for the ex
nonential is cosh D + cosH -1 
. V(D'-H'). 

in place of cosh 
Our quarternion notation suggests 

~everal alternative forms. 
''hink now of {17) in connection with the problem of 

the atomic concentrations, and first consider the 
great (mainly stagnant) interstell&r apaces. Ve ~ay 
:suppose the normal condition here to be tha.t D , H 
and B-1 are all very small or zero according a:s 
ra.diation is present or absent. Further we ma.y plaus
ibly endow these great physically empty spaces with. the 
negative property o~ contributing zero to· the action 
integral. Thus the characteristic o£ empty space is 
tha.t m = 1 . (Perhaps a- more plausible criterion 
for the value of ~ in _empty space should bs sought in 
equipartition o~ energy between the whole o£ ether and 
the whole of gross matter; but I believe the search 
will always fail from the want of a natural boundary 
between the two.) 

When just now we said B-1 is nearly zero in the 
ether we tacitly assumed that in a practical but no 
absolute sense it is possible to choose a system o£ 
coordinates which is natural and simple. From this 
point of our argument let us use such a system and 
permit ourselves freely to contemplate an evolution or 
the physical world as time progresses. 

At some remote epoch in the past all the energy or 
the universe existed as a chaos or welter of radiation. 
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Gravitation at once began 'to make such rortuito.us 
congestions of energy as existed still more congested 

a~d to make the emptier places still more empty. Each 
congestion had a high electric potential end the des
cending potentials in the emptier surroundings had but 
one limit namely zero, corresponding to a zero value 
of energy density. Incipient atoms had evolved from 
primeval chaos. Each atom consisted of a pair of 
singular points, at one of which was a concentration 
of energy and at the other a sink of potential and a 
boundary of the physical world. Equipartition of en
ergy necessarily ensued, and the incipient atoms had 
becotr.e the hydroger1 atoms with which we are familiar 
to-day. - Needless to say the details of this brief 
sketch of the growth of physical law are not to be 
insisted upon. Rather are they given to indicate in 
what direction exact analysis is called for. 

Similarly (17) while possessing several instructive 
features bearing on the possible mode of origin of 
atoms is not very likely t~ prove the exact form re
quired. If (18) is to be ·of use in this problem we 

should expect a general explanation to run somewhat 
as follows. ( 1) For a proton D2 - HZ is positive, 
and D and m assume large values. (2) For an elec
tron D2- H2 is negative and m is between unity 
and ~&ro. (3) The apparent mass of an electron is 
practicly entirely of electric origin. (4) The ener
gy levels of Bohr's Theory no doubt depend on the 
periodic cosine term in 1\"Tif-., but the working out of 
the mathematical details will probably prove difficult. 

Xear an isolated proton when the electron has been 
removed it is not improbatle that, between limits of 
distance from the centre of the proton about 10-5 em. 

10-10 to om. 1 m varies approximately inversely as the 
distance, rising from ~alue u~ity. When the electron 
is present it probably pushes a sort of pit or crater 
o-f unit density into theee denser pre·.riously spherical 
layers, the crater forming a kind of cometary tail, 
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the electron itself being the head or nucleus. On 
the other hand it is possible that the critical Ryd
berg length, about lO-S em., is closely connected 
with the linear dimension of an isolated electron 
rather than an isolated proton, and in that case we 
should e;cpect to attain the value 2 near an isolo.ted 
proton, at some distance between 10-1° and 10-B em. 

Why, it may be asked, do not the pairs of concentra~ 
tions we have pictured run to the extreme of forming 
one great single pair instead of a vast number of 
atoma? Four alternative general answers seem :-eascn
able. First, analysis may shew tr~t the pairs when 
once formed will be highly stable. Secondly, the 
large nu~ber of atoms ~y depend on a constant of 
intergration, perhaps in association with the invar
iant Y of our first paper. Thirdly, a very large 
~athematical number (such as e 16 ~t ) may be involved 
in the ratio of the linear dimensions of the universe 
to those of an atom. Fourthly, the boundir.g vacuities 
inSide electrons may be original unchangeable features 
of the universe, and form necessary nuclei for the 
atums to gather round. 
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